The Unico System is a small-duct, high-velocity central heating and air conditioning system designed for older homes or businesses that have inadequate air conditioning or none at all.
Our system utilizes smaller supply ducts than traditional systems allowing them to snake throughout your home or business eliminating the need to add soffits or additional construction.
Our modular units also make it easy to fit into attics, crawlspaces, closets, basements, etc., making it the system of choice for homeowners and professionals across the globe.
Fit Anywhere Air Handlers

Smaller Main Air Plenum

Compact, modular coils and blowers fit into existing
cavities and eliminate the need for space-eating
mechanical areas. The Unico System air handlers
can be installed horizontally or vertically for
maximum flexibility.

At 7”, 9” or 10”, our plenum sizes are much smaller
than traditional systems. This provides more room for
additional built space and allows the plenum to fit where
a conventional system won’t.

Flexible Supply Tubing
Available in either 2” or 2.5” (I.D. – Inside Diameter),
our supply tubing is small enough to fit nearly anywhere.
This makes it possible to design your HVAC system without
having to add soffits or other construction add-ons.

Quiet Operation

Subtle, Blend in Outlets

Our supply tubing is made of spun-bond nylon,
wrapped in sound dampening insulation
for
ultra-quiet operation.

No big, ugly metal vents. Our
outlets are round or slotted, and
with dozens of standard finishes
— plus available custom finishes
— they will fit any décor. Install in
ceiling, floors or sidewalls.

Outdoor Unit
The Unico System can be paired with single or multistage refrigerant-based condensing units, air to water
heat pumps, geothermal heat pump systems or
chilled water systems.

For more information,
please contact us at 800-527-0896,
sales@unicosystem.com or
www.unicosystem.com
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Outlets are available in styles and finishes to match any décor.

